
YOUR CHALLENGES

ECLASS
INITIAL CONSULTATION

What is ECLASS? 

ECLASS – THE STANDARD FOR
MASTER DATA AND
DIGITALIZATION

Together with NTT DATA:

Decision for a self-classification or for a standard

like ECLASS, ETIM, UNSPSC etc. 

Development of a company-specific concept for a

classification according to ECLASS

(Basic/Advanced)

Mapping of market requirements regarding

ECLASS

Definition of classes, properties, values and class

hierarchy

Classification of own data according to ECLASS

Missing know-how and resources to set up a

classification system

Avoidance of duplicates

Provision of various file and data formats such as

BMEcat or CSV, XML, etc.

Different requirements of your sales markets in

terms of product information, classification

standards and their versioning

Missing transparency in spare parts management

Poor data quality
Thousands of companies already rely on ECLASS. 
Be part of it and use the potentials of this cross-industry
standard for your company.

ECLASS is the only standard that has established itself
nationally and internationally as ISO/EC complying industry
standard. ECLASS is the worldwide data standard for the
classification and unique description of product master data.
 
Beyond the classic applications in procurement, controlling
and sales, ECLASS shows its particular strength in the use
for cross-company process data management and in
engineering.

Complete and uniform master data are indispensable for
automated and digitalized business processes, as are
unambiguous terminologies. Because if they are missing,
misunderstandings can hardly be avoided, leading to
unnecessary delays and higher costs in the processes.
Standardized master data and detailed classifications
according to standards prevent these kinds of misunder-
standings from arising in the first place.

FACT
SHEET



Joint definition of the workshop agenda
and determination of your focus areas
and fields that you would like to map with
ECLASS

Provision and joint response to a
questionnaire on ECLASS 

Recording of the initial situation

Development of a catalog of goals and
requirements for a possible project

Prototype on the example of two to three
classes with customer data, first duplicate
analysis

Presentation of the key project milestones
based on a roadmap for your
management 

Best practices for ECLASS

Usable duplicate examples

Prototype with customer data

Roadmap

Recommendation for action 

Master data creator

Department head

Product data controller

MDM controller

Attendees

Learn more now? 
Get in touch with us:

+49 (0)2336 42828-0 or info@dundts.com

OUR SERVICE OFFERING

The workshop is useful

before starting a new SAP

implementation, a master

data optimization project or a

conversion to SAP S/4HANA

Benefit

Workshop

Data analysis

ClassCOCKPIT classification

Presentation of latest

studies and trends in MDM

Methods Results

Workshop and data analysis as an optimal introduction to the goal-oriented use of ECLASS.

Gain competitive advantages through
optimized master data according to
ECLASS.
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D&TS GmbH

www.dundts.comD&TS is a leading ECLASS Partner Gold

Would you like to learn more? 
Please feel free to contact us:  
anfrage-solutions-de@nttdata.com


